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ISLAND DETOX
Experience our cliff-top Infrared Detox Sauna followed by a 
60-minute massage of your choice. A warm salt scrub will leave you 
feeling cleansed and rejuvenated.

120 minutes - IDR 1.500++ per person / IDR 2.500++ per couple

YOUR TIME - BESPOKE MASSAGE
When you need more focus on those tense and tight spots. Our spa 
team are trained in anatomy and will tailor your massage specifically 
to your needs. The session time is also flexible.

60 minutes - 950++ / 90 minutes - 1.250++

COUPLES IN-VILLA ESCAPE
Experience a soothing couples massage in the privacy of your own 
villa. We set up the space – all you need to do is relax and let our 
expert team artfully massage your body to bliss.

60 minutes - IDR 2,100++

GROOM + GLOW
Our spa team has been certified by Glo Day Spa to deliver
a high-standard of hygienic nail care. We use professional OPI
products that work well in the humidity.

60 minutes - IDR 750++ each / IDR 1,400++ combination
French Polish IDR 850++

KARMA YOGA FACIAL MASSAGE
We combine gentle acupressure with slow facial massage to 
stimulate those often-ignored facial muscles, activate lymphatic 
flow, and improve circulation and vitality. Feel zen and glowing.

45 minutes - IDR 650++

INTRACEUTICALS REJUVENATE
OXYGEN INFUSION 
This celebrity facial consists of an infusion of Hyaluronic acid 
with vitamins to give your skin an instant lift. Farewell lines.               
Embody plump, hydrated and glowing skin.

60 minutes - IDR 850++
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MEET BALI’S RENOWNED HEALERS 

BUDIADA - Acupressure Master 
Meet Budiada, Karma Spa’s Head Trainer who is masterful in 
acupressure massage and reflexology.  He is highly regarded 
for his unique massage ability. Acupressure is recommended for 

sleep, stress, and fatigue.  

60 minutes - IDR 950++

MADE WARMANA - Balinese Reiki Healer 
Meet Made I Warmana, Bali’s renowned reiki healer who has worked 
all over the world. Made will help release negative thoughts, anxiety, 
insomnia and trauma from your body. Recommended for energy 
clearing and bringing positivity to your life.

60 minutes - IDR 950++ (from 9am-8pm)

I WAYAN NANIK ANTARA
Yoga, Personal Training and Martial Arts 
Meet the spiritual Nanik, an amazing yoga and personal training 
instructor and student of martial arts since he was 10 years old.  
Nanik is highly regarded for his professional, motivating and fun 
classes.   

60 minutes - IDR 750++

NI WAYAN WIRATI - Tai Chi and Yoga
Meet the vibrant Ni Wayan, a practitioner of meditation who leads 
inspiring yoga and tai chi classes. She has received holy knowledge 
with Jhana Buda Shiva and blessing from Sri Jaya Shakti (Master 
Ketut Arsana). 

60 minutes - IDR 750++ 
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